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Rev. Netters Enters 'Ad Salesman
Race In District Six Is Victim Of

15c

50 Mernphians Are
Homicide Victims

Rev. James L Netters, pas
Between the time that Mrs. ed the most outstanding homitor of the Mount Vernon BapElaine Pittman was fatally shot cide of the year until late
tist church, has announced his .
in January 1966 on the sidewalk August when a husband surintentions to seek the office of
near Progressive Baptist church prised his wife and her friend
councilman from District 6 in
as she was about to enter the in a rooming house at 448 Vance
an election to be held next
Charles Thomas, an advertisbuilding with members of the ave. and shot and killed both
summer.
Number 2 choir and Christmas of them.
ing salesman for the Tri-State
"I had no ambitions to run
Day, when Christopher Swanson Surrendering later
Defender,
was
and conthe
victim
of a
for the office." he said, "until
shot and killed Cleveland Calla- fessing to the murder
car thief on New Year's eve
of Mrs.
a committee from three of the
han, 40, of 930 S. Wellington Aurelia V. Williams, 42, of 1845
night.
wards in District 6 convinced
St.. some 50 persons were homi- Rile ave., and Harold L. Strong,
Mr. Thomas lost 'a 1961 brim t,
me that I should run with the
cide victims.
Jr., 34, who lived at the scene
Pontiac Tempest while he and
support of the members."
Two murders occurred oil of the slaying, was
William B.
his
wife
were entertaining
Rev. Netters. who lives with
Christmas Day 1966 to bring the Williams, 50, of
the Rite ave.
guests at their residence at 203
his wife and three children,
total up to 50, the same number address.
Cedar at.
ages, 16, 14 and nine at 258
of homicides registered in MemIdentified as the slayer of
The car, he said, was parked
Edsel ave.. said he has worked
phis in 1965.
Pittman by one of her
Mrs.
in his driveway, with the keys
with the entire community for
Also killed on Christmas Day
left hanging in the trunk.
the past 15 years and knows the
of 1966 was Mrs. Lena Talley children, who was with her at
over-all needs of the area in reof 228 Moffett alley, who was the time of the incident, was
He said that he had gone to
lation to the city's need for constabbed to death in the kitchen Thomas F. Childs, 60, of 319 S.
the door with some guest leavtinual development.
of her home by Clarence Lee Lauderdale st.
ing early, and had seen the car
The minister said that another
Arnold. who grabbed a butcher Childs was a fugitive from
still there, but when he was
reason for his seeking the post
knife and attacked the woman the time of the slaying until he
preparing to drive some others
is that he believes in a repreafter an grgument developed decided to give himself up in
home, he can-me out to find the
sentative form of 'government,
about the mention of another Pittsburgh about 10 days later,
vehicle missing.
after having spent the time foland that the council form seems;
woman's name.
"I had just put a new set of
lowing the killing on buses and
to him to come closer to being
REV. NETTERS
According
to
police.
Mr.
Callatires on it." Mr. Thomas said.
representative and effective.
han was visiting his estranged in rooming houses.
Board
of
Education.
Inquiries to the police on
He
serves
AlabamaRev
A native f
wife, Mrs. Doris Callahan 36, Childs pleaded guilty to a
Netters has lived in Memphis on the advisory council of Monday about the car were
who was living with Swanson charge of first degree murder
for 25 years. He is 39 years; Juvenile Court and as an negative.
his home at 1337 Glenn ave. and is serving a life sentence
Mr. Thomas said the car was
of age and a graduate of auxiliary probation officer.
The Pittman murder at Pro- in the state penitentiary in
He is a member of the pro- insured against theft.
Booker T. Washington High
gressive Baptist church remain- Nashville.
school and LeMoyne college. tective Service Committee of
In addition to his pastoral work, Health and Welfare Planning
he is a substitute teacher in the Committee, which co-ordinates
most of the child welfare
Memphis public schools.
BACK FROM VIETNAM —
home last Monday after a , Williams and their two chilDuring the ten years he has agencies, and the MAP South
Specialist 4th Class Sher12-month stay in Vii Nam,
dren, Sherman. Jr., and
lived in the district, he served Committee, which is designed
man W i !hams returned
and here is seen with Mrs. I Sandra.
as an insurance agent for three to redevelop the Mississippi
years, and as a route manager Avenue and Walker Street area.
When the three Negro mem- Willis, who will be there for this
;someone pitched in two greRev. Netters Is president of By United Press International
for a cleaning firm for six.
bers of the Tennessee House of second. term: and Attys. R. B.
_Luckily,
nades.
they
turned
out Representatives took their oath
He is the president of theithe Memphis Leadership and
Sugarman, Jr., and J. 0. Pat;to be duds. The persons who of office on Tuesday
Good Neighbor Youth Organiza-Educational Congress. a teacher SAIGON — As B52's conin Nash'threw them escaped.
;terson,
Jr., there for their first
tion, which sponsors home for in the Tennessee Educational tinued bombing Communist
ville, they could look in the
dependent children, and is stICongress. the Baptist Training ground positions, spokesmen
Had an American attempted audience and see some of the terms.
I to catch the culprit, he said,
member of the advisory. corn- Union and the Sunday School disclosed that all seven North
Mernphians responsible for them Among those bills for which
mittees of the Tennessee De- !Institute, and secretary of the Vietnamese fighters downed in
the Vietnamese would have getting that far.
the three will vote for in this
the a i r war's biggest battle
pertinent of Welfare and the; Baptist Pastor's Alliance.
,blocked them.
A chartered bus, with Mrs.'term, Mr. Sugarmon said, are
Monday w e 1-• Russian-built Specialist 4th Class Sherman said, '`we could expect some- After spending a year there,
minimum
wage laws
Alma Morrison as chairman,tnew
MIG-21s, the best interceptor Williams volunteered for servSpecialist Williams said he is of and with 36 other workers from covering domestic workers, the
one to shoot at us."
made by the Communists.
ice in Vietnam, but returning
He said that of the 14 original the opinion that only the Viet- wards and precincts throughout repeal of capital punishment.
• • •
home last Monday after a 12men in his unit, six were return- namese military wants the the city left here early Tues- and a bill which ;would prevent
United States to remain there,day morning for the ceremony the compulsory refinancing of
SAIGON — The Communist month stay there, he said the ed home as
casualties.
National Liberation Front or- war over there was a big disand the Buddhist civilians would land was scheduled to return the loans by small loan makers.
"I was just one of the lucky be happy to see the
dered all of its Viet Cong units appointment."
Americans;same day.
Mr. Sugarmon said that he
in South Vietnam to strictly "There was no fixed front," ones," Specialist Williams said. leave.
Mrs. Morrison said that it was believes there is good chance of
observe a truce during the he said, "and it is a war in Last October, he said, he and Specialist Williams will be
having the capital punishment
LeMoyne College has received professor of history. LeMoyne seven-day lunar New Year be- which you cannot tell who some other soldiers were riding home for 30 days before report-!erroneously reported last week;law
abolished during this sesshe was preparing to get
that
in the hack of a truck when tine, to his next assignment.
a grant from the United States College, and Dr. Clifton H. ginning Feb. 8. The South Viet- your enemy is.
the
group
to
for
go
thelsi"
up
Office of Education-- totaling Johnson, director of the Amistad namese were reported still con- "A man might be working
inauguration later this month He would like to see maids
$29,272 for an NDEA (National Research Center, Fisk Univer- sidering the Communist-pro- with you in the day," he added,
for Governor Buford Ellington, and cooks get a starting wage
Defense Education Act) Insti- sity, Nashville. Tenn.
posed truce.
"and then shooting at you that
when it should have been stated of at least $1.25. whereas the
• *
tute for junior high aud high Guest lecturers will be Dr.
*
night."
that it was for the swearing-inIaverage ones in this area are
history. The institute will meet Elsie M. Lewis, professor of TOKYO — Communist
North The 23-year-old . soldier got
of the legislators.
;receiving about $25 fo'r 40-hour
on 30 Saturdays, beginning history, Howard University; Dr. Viet Nam rejected Britain's
The three are Atty. A W ;week, he said.
back into the United States on; w •
September 23, 1967, and end Dewey
W. Grantham, Jr., peace talks proposal as a prop- New Year's Day, and is stopMay 11, 1958.
; professor of history, Vanderbilt aganda move and reiterated its ping with his wife- Mrs. JacqueTeachers selected for partici-IUniversity, and Dr. Willard B. demand that the Viet Cong be line Williams, and their two
pation in the institute will re- Gatewood, Jr., professor of included in any negotiations,
children, Sherman, Jr. three, Douglass, overlooked in the second
basket by Steve King
ceive a stipend of $450 plus $80 history, °University of Georgia.
and Sandra, one, at 261 Flynn
pre-tourney
fought
r
a
tings.
gave
Overton
a 47-46 hair raiser
for each legal independent. No Teachers of American history
rd.
tuition or fees will be charged in Memphis and Shelby County
A graduate of Manassas High back to down Lester 54-42 in over Kingsbury. The brief 46-45
participants in the institute.
and in West Tennessee. Arkanschool, class of 1961. he enlisted the finals of the LeMoyne Holi- lead was the only time OverThe institute will offer the sas, and Mississippi, within
in the army two years later. day Tourney last week. Wood- ton was behind but came back
Hundreds of cans of fruit ways welcomed affectionately
to pull it out in the fast four
following courses: American commuting distance of LeMoyne
He had been in Germany for stock,
picked to take it all but seconds.
juice decorated the stage as by the entire Booker T. WashDiplomatic History, American College. are eligible to apply for
NANTUCKET. Mass. — (UPI) 10 months when he volunteered
hit the skids before Lester in
Economic History, Problems in the
i n s titute. Applications, — The Liberian oil tanker to go to Viet Nam.
Bartlett held Frank Patillio, the Deb Teens and the Esquire ington family. His words of
Ameriacn Civilization. The Con- which must be postmarked be- Failiaka, with a 30-man crew During the past year, he said, the semi-finals, outscored Ca- Carver's most valuable player Social Clubs of Booker T. Wash-'inspiration made each Washingtonian feel happy to have
temporary South, and The Ne- fore March 20, 1967,
- may be aboard, reported its "bridge he has served with a signal pleville 87-78 to take third place recipient, to 10 points, herein
ington High School presented I been a part of this program
gro in American History.
obtained by writing Mrs. Mar- overboard" in gale-whipped corps unit near Saigon which The Red Devils advanced to lies the key to the upset by the
The teaching staff will include garet McWilliams, administra- high seas about 400 miles east maintained signal lines in that the finals with victories over Shelby Countians. Herb Mc- their annual Thanksgiving pro- of giving to a worthy cause.
Father Bertrand and Capleville Neil's 11
Dr. John M. Hemphill, IL pro- tive assistant, NDEA History southeast of this resort island. area.
was good for the best gram in the Blair T. Hunt ; Dale McGee. the Deb Teens'
fessor of history, Southwestern Institute, L e Moyne College, It later radioed there was "no "When we went out to repair with Lester racking up wins offensve effort for Carver. gymnasium, Wednesday, No- sweetheart. and Patricia Lane.
at Memphis; Vincent Kohler, Memphis, Tennessee 38126.
the Esquire sweetheart were
'immediate danger of sinking." a line that had been cut," he over Manassas, Mitchell Road This was the first year that vember 23.
and Woodstock t move to he any team from
the Negro Every student was asked to presented during the program.
title game.
Prep League was invited to the contribute a can of juice which
At the conclusion of the proIt was George Willis and annual
KC Tourney. Carver was donated to the children of gram, the Deb Teens and the
James Harvey with 25 and 12 may have been a
bit tired after the Orange Mound Day Nurs- I Esquires delivered the juices
points respectively that led four games last
week, more ery.
I to the Orange Mound Day NurDouglass over Lester. The Lions activity squeezed
into five days The program was highlighted lery. Their contribution was
got good scoring out of Horace than the
Cobras had in trie first by the speaker, retired princi-!gratefully received by the DiHobson who tallied 20. A late six weeks of the ,campaign.
pal Blair T. Hunt, who is al- rector and the children
(
scoring surge nailed down the
championship for Douglass in
the Red Devils' second LeMoyne title game. In 1960 the
Red Devils got to the finals
only to lose to this same Lester
quintet.
Willis was picked as the tourney's most valuable player.
Named to the all-tournament
team were: Willis, Hobson,
James Rix of Woodstok, Harold Johnson of Lester and
James Knickleberry. The sec
ond
u n it
included
Bobte,
Broks of Washington, Lang
Crawford of Capleville, Mitchel.
Morrow of Lester, Larry Finch
of Melrose and Gary Steverson!
of Woodstock.
Affer a hectic double over
time experience lehich brought
a semi-final victory over Kings
bury, Carver went into he fnals
of the Knights of Columbus
Tournament as the favorite
over Bartlett but the Panthers
rallied in the second half ot
overtake ah Cobras and win
the title 57-49.
It was Larry Morris. the lone
Negro on the Bartlett roster,
HONORED BY ELKS —
sored by the Beak Street
the Elks; Dr. W. Herbert
tional Department of Elks; and 6-11 Steve Turner who
Plaques were presented to
Elks. From left are Will Tay- Brewster who gave annual
and Atty. H. T. Lockard, for turned on Carver in the final
these six persons last San.
lor. who was cited for his
address; Bert Bates, "for
contributing to gains in the quarter as the key villains in
day afternoon at a program
work in the fund-raising cam- contribution to interracial
ara of race relation. Atty. tn upset. Morris topped scores
held at St. Paul Baptist
paign of the Blues Boyel
goodwill:" Miss Dorothy ElOUT
I,ockard will he Goveraer with is and Turner stationed CLOSE
IINCF
?disc Aline V. Skyes, Silas
campaign was scheduled I.
church at 1144 E. McLemore
game; Mrs LaPlanch Jacklis, reigning "Miss CollegiBuford Ellington's adminis- himself around the basket to DRIVE — Helping to close
Washington. Miss Harry M.
end this week, UNFC Ma
\ to celebrate the 103rd anson, "for excellent service
ate,' for participation with
trative assistant. (Withers lay in 12, but more .important out the United Negro College
Simons, general chairman of
33 private and aecreilted
niversary of the Emancipaand leadership • Hite woolwere the rebounds and blocked Fund campaign in the Memthe Young People's Educa•
the drive, &ad Mrs. Lettie
Planta)
colleges and universities.
Oita Proclamation and spinen of the United Order of
shots he registered. A last phis area were, left to right:
Letitia Poston. The annual

Auto Thief

„. ,
v let Nam
At G ance

A

Workers Watch Winners
Take Oaths Of Office

Luck Was With Him In
Vietnam, Says Soldier

LeMoyne Gets $29,792
For History Institute

Douglas Red Devils
in LeMoyne Tourney

Liberian Tanker
Runs Into Trouble

BIAtvi Student Donate
Juice For Nursey
I

9
6
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AfriCans Attack 1 w
Police Station

oods Named To Editor's Post

Howard B. Woods, associate
MASERU, Lesotho — (UPI) director of the U. S. Informa— About 50 Africans armed with tion Agency has been named to
spears, axes and guns attacked the newly created post of editorthe police station at Leribe, in-chief of Sengstacke Publicastronghold of troubled Lesotho's tions by John H. Sengstacke,
left-leaning opposition party president.
which supports arrested King
Woods career has been in the
Moshoeshoe II.
newspaper field prior to his apAssistant police commissioner pointment before a nationally
J. J. Reardon said the police televised press conference by
drove off the attackers without President Johnson in March.
injury to themselves. The at- 1965. ,
tackers left one body behind.
Whether they suffered any From 1941 until 1949, he was
other casualties was unknown, chief of the St. Louis Bureau of
the Chicago Defender and at
he saki.

the time of his appointment. he circulation of any newspapers
was Executive Editor of the St. geared to the Negro market.
Louis Argus. In his new posi- Sengstacke recently purchastion, Sengstacke said, Woods
will have overall direction of ed the intangible assets of the
news for all Sengstacke Publi- Pittsburgh Courier with the excations.
ception of the Chicago Courier.
Sengstacke Publications include the Chicago Daily Defender, the Pittsburgh Courier
group, the Michigan Chronicle
in Detroit, and the Tri-State Defender in Memphis among
others.

Woods has a broad background of experience in the
communications field. For five
years he conducted a five-timesa-weck newscast on a St. Louis
station, and for the five years
before joining USIA he was a
The total group of 14 publica- regular commentator on current
tions has the largest combined affairs on KMOR CBS radio.

HOWARD C. WOODS

First Impressions In Viet Nam
By ETHEL L. PAYNE

Correspondent Follows Sun To War

On the plane trip over, you,
feel that vou are literally chasing the sun. It's dawn when you parable to our Natienal Guard) Affairs Office (press relations, NVN — North Vietnam
arrive at Wake Island; but FP - Popular Forces (a sort of psychological warfare program, GVN
Government of South
etc.)
when you land at Guam it's militia)
Vietnam
dawn there, too.
USAID - U. S. Agency for
RD - Revolutionary Develop- International Development.
DRV — Democratic Republic
By the time you get to Manila, ment - the new term for the
the sun is just beginning to Pacification Program organized VC - The Viet Cong (The of Vietnam, i.e., North Vietnam
move up in the sky and you mainly to help the people be- enemy)
MACV — Military Assistance
feel as though you have never come self sustaining.
Command
Vietnam under the
been to bed.
NFL — National Liberation'
command of General WestmoreJUSPAO - Joint U. S. Public Front (VC official tit
We landed at Saigon at 11:40'
land.
p.m. Nearly 20 hours of flying
time have been consumed.
From the air, this country has
a picture book look, green
fields, peasants working with
bullocks and water buffaloes.
The moment the plane begins
to settle down at the Saigon
airport, you know that you're
in war territory. It bristles with
arms and the implements of
combat—tanks and helicopters,
gun carriages, camouflaged em-I
placements, barbed wire.
Your first reaction is a sinking feeling at the pit of your
stomach. No peace on earth
here or good will towards men;
but the deadly business of kill,
kill, kill. For one brief moment, you want to chicken out
and climb right back in that
plane and fly off to the safety
of your own turf.
But thee you remember youl
came to find out the answer to
the big question of why we are
here and what we are fighting
for: and the kid from your
neighborhood who got drafted
must be - scared too: but he's in
there helmet and gun and boots,
not asking questions, just doing
a job.

HARD TO PLACE
INSURANCE
SR 22 FILING AT NO EXTRA
-COST

U.S. and allied forces in Vietnam or rather Free World
Forces are divided into four
corps:

Happiness in Vietnam is
soaking your feet at night while
you're banging out your story
and nibbling on dried prunes
and wishing you could get up
and go to the tap and get some
nice cold clear water to drink;
but remembering that you just
better not, if you don't want to
end up with a war-torn stomach!

III Corps — the area around
Saigon
II Corps — the highlands and
part of the Central Coast
I Corps the coastal provinces
near the 17th parallel.

193.22 DAISY

Now
Showing

A sight to see in Saigon is
a group of children of mixed
blood who speak Vietnamese;
hut have obvious African physical characteristics. For a time
during the French occupation,
there were Senegalese soldiers
stationed here, so—as it is the
world over wherever soldiers of
a n y nationafty go—they left
their mark behind.
For folks who are going to be
reading a great deal about Vietnam in the next few weeks, it
may be useful to g e t accustomed to the military jargon of
abbreviations. Here's a list of
the meal commonly need:
IBZ • Regional Fovea (Clow

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .

TAYSTEE

CHICASAW

Many Months To Pay

Life
HomeOwners
Fire
Casualty
LongHaul

A UNIVERSAL'CUE

Oven-Ready

Meml
club of
High 5.
the On
just be
days t
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2
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9
TUNA 250i
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Pack

iltaMtintlY44~1~11VAVI~A~ItikWAVAVAMAIWellitel

Loaf

Lyke's

MADISON CADILLAC

15oz. CAN

BEEF2 LIMIT
STEW
Big 11/4 lb. Bag

Miss Muffet Frozen

qe10* Ite4A *644

LIMIT 2

2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.
327-8451

NECK

..17c

ey pig feet
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Pk 9.

Seamless Mesh
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JAR

39

U.S. Choice
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ORANGE2434

,

CONVERTIBLE
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5

11
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SHASTA, Tom Collins big
28oz, 8c deposit
or Whiskey Sour bottle
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drinks mixes
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•

• •
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Plus ANTHONY QUINN in

NITS, SUNDAY &HOLIDAYS
276-6515
1343 MISSISSIPPI BLVD. •

clul

BORDEN'S BISCUITS8 Oz. Can5

/AM

Enterprise Insurance
Agency
942-5639

V

BACON BACON
49
591b.

SLICED

LOW DOWN PAYMENT

Twenty years of war has not
seemed to phase the people of
Saigon. They go right on living
in the usual way. Every morning, there is a population explosion of more than 2 million residents. People literally live on
the streets. It is incredible the
amount of life that takes place
on sidewalks, sleeping and
eating, quarreling and gossiping, barter and trade, begging
and romancing and all that goes
with humanity.
The people are quick and resourceful and maddeningly complacent to pragmatic Westerners. Ask a simple question like
where is a certain section of
town and it may take an hour
of negotiations with four or five
people getting in the act before
you get the wrong answer!
If you're in a hurry, forget it.
Life is leisurely here in t h e
full sense of the term. Occasional acts of terrorism are a
vivid reminder that there is a
war going on and politics bubble and seethe beneath its
placid surface. Nevertheless,
Saigon endures. Vietnamese
women are graceful and beautiful, like dolls, fragile and light;
but they can carry amazing
loads and are far stronger than
they look.

HOGUE & KNOTT

IV Corps in the Delta area to
the South

And anyway, what is safe?
Safe in Washington or Chicago
or New York or Philadelphia'
It's risky there too.
I can tell you about Washington, and I have to giggle when
I remember how surprised that
cat was when he yoked me in
front of my apartment house
and came off the worse because
I karated him with my hands
and feet all the while I was
screaming help and a was him
that .needed the help!

of the economic development of the
In addition to his newspaper Woods was a member
Sta- community . . . For his dynamic
Radio
duties, Woods has participated Operating board of
leadership in political and govLuthof
Voice
in a variety of government, tion KFUO, the
ernmental affairs of the area,
a
years
six
civic and welfare activities. Hs eranism, and for
all of which have made (Woods)
has been appointed to various member of the executive com- one of our community's outMetropolitan standing members. . ."
levels of government responsi- mittee of the
Federation.
Church
bility by two Presidents, two
Throughout his career, Woods
governors and one mayor.
When he left St. Louis, in has received a number of
USIA post,
In St. Louis, he was active April, 1965, for the Tucker, at awards and citations including
R.
Raymond
Mayor
five from the National Newsin urban affairs, actively serving on 24 boards and commis- a testimonial luncheon in his paper Publishers Association
a and one for outstanding achievesions. He was chairman of the honor, presented him with
ComGrateful
"A
citation
form
ment in journalism fron the
Board of Commissioners of the
part: curators of Lincoln University,
St. Louis Housing Authority, a munity," which said in
member of the St. Louis-St. "For his devotion to the best Jefferson City, Mo.
Louis County Transit Commit- interests of his city, his state
member of Omega
tee, vice chairman of the Board and his nation . . . For his in- He is a
Psi Phi Fraternity and is
of Commissioners of the Land terest in his fellow human subscribing
Life Member of
Clearance Authority and a beings regardless of their race,
He is married to the
NAACP.
station
origin
or
creed,
religion,
members of the St. Louis Bi,
in life ... For his active sup- former Mrs. Jane Matthews.
centennial Corporation.
port of the civic, cultural and The couple has four daughters.

• CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378.HOLLYWOOD
4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK
973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR
.
:336,2 SUMMER
3384 NO THOMAS In Fri
51 r
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"BUT IT WON'T WORK!"

Gregory Says LBJ `Leads'
Effort To Unseat Powell

VISIT1N (jORANGE
MOUND
NURSERY —
Members of the Alpha Elite
club of Booker T. Wash-

ington High school have
been making $2.5 contributions to the Orange Mound
Day Nursery for the past

three years at Christmas,
• but this year the members
decided to corne.along and
see what is being accom-

Alpha Elite Members'
Visit Day Nursery

plished there. At extreme
left, Miss Priscilla Lane.
president of the Alpha Elite
club, is shown presenting

the check to Mrs. Ruth
Campbell, director of the
nursery. i II o o ks
Photo).

The entertainer charged that
Powell's legal troubles andl
possible ouster from Congress
were "racially inspired."
"Think of the number of Congressmen who have defied the
Constitution and gotten by with
t," he declared. "No one has
even tried to censure them."

'

Gregory said the Democrats

Members of the Alpha Elite ganized at Washington High
club of Booker T. Washington school in December of 1962 by
High school made a trip to eight girls who were then ini
the Orange Mound Day Nursery the tenth grade. They felt the
just before the Christmas holi- need for an organization that!
days to present the director would place its major emphasis on scholarship, stress servwith a check for $25.
ice to the community, and
It was the fourth year in a sponsor one outstanding social
row that the children had ccin- event during the year.
tributed $25 to the nursery 'to
The students were primarily
purchase toys for the children.
interested in developing those
This year the girls had a traits of character and perchance to talk with the director sonality that would make them
about the needs of the nursery outstanding students in all asand see the work that is being pects of school life. The memdone. They al o had a chance bership has now grown to 100.
to observe the presentation of
Miss Priscilla Lane is presitheir check.
dent of the club, and Mrs.
The Alpha Elite club was or- Althea Price the club advisor.
Publishers Association on a
three-day business and pleasure cruise to Nassau on
Jan. 13. The cruise is the

the culmination of the annual Mid-Winter Workshop
of the group's Jan. 11-13
Miami convention.

Publishers Invited On
iA Cruise Of Bahamas
preceding
a
luncheon
MIAMI, Fla. —Publishers of ing
Negro-o riented newspapers;meeting where Miami Mayor
I Robert King High will welthroughout the U. S. will concome the group on Jan. 12.
verge on Miami Jan. 11-16 to
An afternoon apnel dicussion
attend a Mid-winter Workshop
featuring such renown panelhosted by The Miami Times.
ists as John --H. Johnson,' of
The National Newspaper Pub- Johnson Publications; Charles
lishers Association will hold two Loeb, "Cleveland Cad-Post:days of meetings, then, by in- George Mouche, Amalgamated
vitation from the Bahamas;Publishers; Ken Wilson. Afrogovernment, who will entertain American
Newspapers; and
them upon arrival, board the Longworth Quinn. "Michigan
luxurious S. S. Miami for a Chronicle.- will end with a
three-day cruise to Nassau.
dinner meeting at the Biscayne
Terrace, the convention headA program, both informative
quarters hotel.
and entertaining, has been
arranged for the delegation and A Jan. 13 morning panel disvisitors by President Frank cussion and a noon meeting will
Stanley, publisher of The Louis- conclude the onshore activities
ville Defender and Garth C. of the publishers who will then
Reeves, managing editor of the depart Miami aboard the S. S.
host paper.
Miami for the convention closing
meeting while enroute to NasThe convention will get undersau.
way with an evening get-acquainted party. Workshop ses- The ship will return at 8:30
sions begin the following morn- a.m. Jan. 16.

KRESS

'E
EYE OPENING VALUES

JJiL

LaJuliet Club
Sponsors A
Yule Dinner

PUBLISHERS TO SAIL —
The luxurious S. S. Miami
will take some 75 members
of the National Newspaper

c

Dick Gregory has charged Ifear the "outrage of Negroes cause of the image Hollywood
Johnson
is across the country" if any- has portrayed."
President
that
Powell is no black man,
"leading- an attempt to have thing happens to Powell.
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell
i said the entertainer, in a refThe comedian said Powell!
removed from office.
erence to the Congressmain's
has been the "strongest Negro
But the
The comedian, who is getting in the nation for years" — light
f e atures.
"image project through the
set for his mayoral campaign. through "no fault of his."
said Democratic Congressmen
years" has helped make him a
involved in efforts to oust Po- Powell's thin nose and wavy "Negro leader," he added.
well could not do so "without hair, along with other "white
Gregory said he would be
features" have enhanced his
the President's consent."
image as a leader among Ne- announcing the opening of his
However, Gregory said, he groes, the comedian indicated. campaign o f fice
in about
did not believe Powell would Gregory said Hollywood had eight days. "I've been looking
be ousted, in view of the Har- long projected such an image at several places," he said.
lem
D e mocrat's "powerful of the American "leader and
He said he would soon anposition among the nation's hero."
flounce his campaign manager.
Negroes."
"Powell
has
tremendous
Gregory said he has sent strength in areas where he's Powell is under fire from
a telegram to Powell offering never been, like Mississippi, House investigators for alleged
help if the Congressman needs Alabama, and other Southern malpractices which have caused
some of his fellow Congressmen
him. This help, the comedian
states," Gregory .said,
to call for his ouster.
said, was not financial, and
he had no plans to stage a benefit performance for Powell.

The members of the LaJuliet
Social Club held their annual
Christmas dinner at the La
Fonda club at 2220 Union ave.
on Dec. 28, and all members
enjoyed the turkey dinner. Gifts
were exchanged by members.
Among those in the gay
crowd were Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Franklin, Mr. and
Mrs. William' Claybon, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Harrison, Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Justice, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. Emmitt Smith, Mrs. Mattie Shaw, Mrs. Ocia Stewart,
and Mrs. Mary B. Reeves.

WIN A

FREE

VACATION FOR TWO
In Gay Historic NEW ORLEANS
FLY DELTA AIRLINES
STAY AT THE ROYAL ORLEANS HOTEL
Get Your FREE Entry Coupon, No Purchase Necessary

Big Savings! Big Selections!

A Treasure Chest of Values

Also Mrs. Bessie Duncan,
Mrs. Mary Ella Hicks, Mr. and
Mrs. Roscoe Fisher, Mr. and
Mrs. Birt Shores, Mrs. Elnora
Harris, Mrs. Vedie Fields,
Mrs. J. Bland, Mrs. Hortez
Dickerson, Mrs. Linnie Mills,
Mrs. Jethro Alexander, Elton
Owens, Mrs. Minnie Deener,
I. M. Thurman and Mrs. Augusta Galloway.
Mrs. Reeves is president of
the club, and Mrs. Shaw secretary.

FABRIC
SALE
•

YD.

Job Corps Youth
Visit Famjies
Home for the holidays hi,
I came a reality for more than
Airmani10.000 Job Corpsmen who' traFOOD SPECIALIST
bus and train to visit
Kenneth C. McCrary, son of' veled by
their families during a 10-day
Mr. and -Mrs. Clarence Mc- vacation.
Crary. Sr., of 1229 Wilson St.,
Each enrollee who had served
has been assigned to Lowry
at least six months earned traAFB. Colo., for training as a vel expenses from the Job
food service specialist. A 1964 Corps for one home leave.
graduate of Hamilton High
The Job Corps paid the exschool, he attended Memphis penses for about 9,000 of the
State university.
young men and women.

Values to $2.49 yd.
if on Bolt

36" to 45" widths
2 to 10 yard lengths

New Spring Patterns...New Colors
Super combed cotton

/1
PEPSI-COLA
4111r

BULLETIN BOARD

Ailk<
PEPSI-COLA
\Mr
6
/

Combed pima yarn sheers

Combed no-iron crepes

Famous name brand prints

Sportswear prints and solids

Chinos and gabardines

Dacron and cotton blends

Combed Egypt;an yarn

Glazed sateen prints and
solids

Chombrays
Bark Cloths and linens

Exotic bold prints

Hopsacking and Osnabsorg

Crease resistant drip dry
prints

Terry cloth

Creative Savings!

Woven plaids and novelties

Create Your
Own Fashions!

-aro•

.1967
May peace be with you and
100% Virgin Wool

goodwill reign over you during
this joyous Christmas season.

1200 Yards

Crochet Cotton

4-Ply Yarn

77c

77c

OWEN COLLEGE
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, Pres.
8

leg.9114

or

alive.
come

Ymire in the Pepsi generation!

Make your own tablecloths,
bedspreads, doilies and pot
holders. Highest quality 4
ply super bleach reverse
twist yarn.

4 oz. shoat

Kress own brand laboratory
controlled for quality and
wear.4-ply wool on pull skein
— ready to use Perfect for
sweaters, afghans. bulky
knits. Mothproof! White,
black and many fashion
Colors

KRESS
VARIETY FAIR

Mon & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Toes , Wed., Sat.
9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. mAitt

es
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HOLIDAY GUESTS — Mrs.
year her guest list included
Bessie Stewart of 1897 Farthree patients from the Shelrington St. alueys invites
by County hospital Standing
Christmas day, who other- on
front row from left, are
wise might have had to "Lee Bowen, who furnished
spend the day alone, or in
transportation for patients;
some institution, and this
Booker Levy, a patient; Mrs.

Nellie Harris, Jim Garth ,
Mrs. Adelaide Tipton, Mrs.
A. Jones, Mrs. Lizzie Foster and Mrs. Stewart. the
hostess, holding a watermelon sirf3aved for ('hristmas.
On back row, same order,

Effort To Invade Haiti
Halted By U. S. Officials
MARATHON. Fla. (UPI) --,ing submachine guns at each
Police swooped down on alother. One officer said he
'feared for a while that a riot
beach house in the Florida!
or pitched battle would break
Keys late Monday night and out.
broke up an exile invasion force The expedition force was
that had hoped to take overtied by an exiled Catholic priest,
Haiti and use it as a base of dressed in khaki. A woman
operations against Fidel Castro..served as quartermaster.
Authorities said about 120
Their -troop" ship was an
exiled Cubans. Haitians and
American soldiers of fortune old fishing boat, a n d the in.
were set to shove off when vaders apparently were countoffers caught up with them ing on the people of Haiti rising
up against Presiettit. Francois
in an inlet at Coca Plum Beach. (Papa Doc) Duvalier when they
about 110 miles south of Miami. landed.
It Was a strange confrontation
Custom
the
agents said
in the moonlight with police beach house that served as the
and the would-be invaders way- staging point was a veritable
arsenal.
.The invaders also reportedly
had an "air force" of five
planes and a supportirg "navy"
of two other vessels.
Three .tons of explosives,
120.000 rounds of ammunition,
1 rifles, machine guns and other
weapons were confiscated.
A roundup of stragglers continued and by mid-morning authorities had jailed a total of

are Mrs. Lula Jefferson, a
patient; Mrs. Addie Harris,
Mrs. Alice Jackson, Mrs.
Frances Russell, General
Walker and his mother,
Mrs. Winnie Walker.

Charmond Club
Gives To Yule

PASTOR'S ANNIVERSARY
— Members of the Melrose
Baptist church honored the
pastor and his family, Rev.
and Mrs. Arthur Pugh and
daughter, at a reception
marking his iwenty-second
year as pastor of the church

Mrs. 'Frannie Shaw, Mrs.
Sallie Mae Smith, Mrs.
Arthur Pugh, wife of the
minister; Sallie Pugh, the
daughter; Rev. Pugh, the
pastor; Mrs. Martherine
Wiseman, Oliver Ford, Mrs.
Morrow, Mrs.
Josephine

at 1683 Gill ave. Kneeling
from left are Jimmy Lee
Wallace, Anzell Johnson,
Ricky
W i seman, Larry
Wiseman, Brenda Nell and
Sandra
Key
W iseman.
Standing, same order, are
Miss Charlie Mae Chtaman,

Basket Fund

WIN UP TO $500

, 5-r

ORGANS•PIANOS
Soles•Ser.,ce• Rentals

5 Big Races Every Saturday Night 7:00 P.M.
Channel 5-WMCT TV-Get Your 'Race Cards at BIG STAR

Phon•
682-4637

RUSSELL
BILL
NEW COACH OF THE CELTICS
and a Dozen Other Illustrated Features

CAR WASH $

In January

Effective November 2
i965
•
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
Sal re sun SI 25
Monday
NI
Sal Open 8 A M to 6 P
III
Sun Open 2 A.M. te 2 P m.
thru
•
Friday
•

•

•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

EBONY

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

•

U
3100 Summer at Baltic
obasa•a••Nameawase•a
m•a•ameme

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

'STOP I GO'SERVICE
PLAN FOR DOWNTOWNERS!
sir
em.ro

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

367 Union
527-4471
2969 Summer
323-5594

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

PLUMBING REPAIRS

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE

2-WAY RADIO SHOPS ON WHEELS
FOR ECONOMY SERVIcr

Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Cali Tommy HUI--

2744765

•

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

HILL PLUMBING
& TILE CO.

TAILORS

248 Vance Ave.

BATHROOM REMODELING
A SPECIALTY
Showroom • 549 South

ClierOf near

P•airedy

$100 WINNER

$100 WINNER

$100 WINNER

Fannie Mae Sacus
Aberdeen, Miss.

tArs. Bessie Stricklead
358 LaClede

Mr. Willis Harris
Wm*,Art.

BE A WINNER
Shop BIG STAR...Save..

•

QUALITY
STAMPS
favorite of the entire section of the
Nation. It only takes 1250 stamps to
fill a saver book. Page after page
of exciting premiums to choose from.
If you aren't already saving Quality
Stamps.. .start today...join the thousands

INC.
•

TAG
"F
servf
• Scha
- Stre(
ary
:Prof
-princ
; spon
V. F
: Mr
the
intro
• Hunt
:cato
- Ot
. gran
er,
- Lee
grou
-is c
- COM

P
Play "Let's Go To The Races"

demosomemoniesereommumemenee
•
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

F

Where You're Always
Among Friends
Where The Price Is Right
And The Clerks Polite

MEBACK OF
A CHILD STAR
ek.
•
wpm- 14f see.%

482 S. Perkins
Ext.

\A,,

Pearl Wiseman and Mrs.
Alma Wiseman. On back
row, from left, are Willie
Covington, Betty Wallace,
Jacqueline Johnson, Teddie
Mae Wiseman, Rennie Love,
Georgia Mae Clark, Ronnie
Wiseman, Jean Clark, Willie
Love and Carl Wiseman.

Tc

The Clara Jessamine Civic
and Charity Club presented a
25 persons, including the lone donation to the Chicago Dewoman, in Key West to await lender Charities to be used for
a hearing later in the day on the Christmas Basket Fund.
federal charges of violating U.S. Each year the charity club
neutrality laws.
remembers the needy with a
Those arrested included three donation.
Americans, 15 Cubans and
Mrs. Helen Bowman is the
seven Haitians, including the club's president and Mrs. Paulpriest.
ine McDaniels is the reporter.

HAM MOND
cs

AT HOMESTEAD AFB, FLA.
for training as an administrative specialist is Airman Robert W. Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Miller of 1765
Kansas st., Memphis. Airman
Miller is a 1965 graduate of
Carver High school and attended LeMoyne college.

LE
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I INQUIRY

Memphia; To Be Seen
In Campus Talent '67

work either in Washington olstemming from his refusal to
'Pay a $164,000 libel judgment
their member's home state.
in New York.
The report said that Powell
Some Negro supporters of
and Corrine Huff, his secretary
Powell claim that the Harlem
and a former beauty queen.[ Democrat is being singled out
took many taxpayer-financed because of his race. Burleson
trips under assumed names. and Hays both denied this
She and the Congressman are Tuesday. Burleson said he had
vacationing now in Bimini Is- never seen a more -objective
A House administration sub- land in the Bahamas.
effort" than the subcommittee
committee, reporting on its ininvestigation and that the investigation into the New York Rep. Wayne Hays, D-Ohio, quiry absolutely had no racial
Democrat's chairmanship of the chairman of the subcommittee. overtones.
Education and Labor committee was asked if Powell's travels
included among its many rec- under an assumed name were Among the subcommittee's
ommendations the dismissal of illegal. He said he did not conclusions:
think so and regarded it as — Testimony Indicated PoMrs. Yvette Powell.
"stupid" more than anything well and Miss Huff used aswas else.
recommendation
The
sumed names — usually those
carried out immediately when
of
committee employes unRep. Omar Burleson, D-Tex., The subcommittee's conchichairman of the full committee, sions probably will be used by aware of the practice — on
purchased
ordered her taken off the Con- members who plan to try nextimanY flight tickets
with
committee
credit
cards.
gressional payroll. Mrs. Po- week to either deny Powell
well "wilfully failed to obey" his seat in the House or to — Powell favored one memof his staff with vacation
a subpoena to testify, the re- strip him of his committee ber
trips
paid for by the committee'
chairmanship.
port charged.
airline credit cards. This apMrs. Powell lives id Puerto The ouster move is being parently referred to a woman
Rico. The subcommittee called led by Rep. Lionel Van Deer- employee who testified she was
for her dismissal on grounds , lin, D-Calif., who says he does; given tickets to Miami on
that her employment was in not want Powell in the House!three occasions and that while
apparent violation of a law j until he has cleared himsefl there all she did was to go
which requires employees to of criminal contempt. a charge r "sightseeing and shopping."

WASHINGTON — The estranged wife of Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell was fired from her $20,578a-year Congressional job by
House investigators Tuesday
and the inquiry into Powell's
tax-financed trips with his
pretty secretary continued.

Walker School
_ To Be Observe
JAG WALKER SCHOOL T.S.
"Family Night" will be obAvenue
Walker
served
at
1School, 995 South Lauderdale
-Street, Thursday night, Janu:ary 5th. ate 7:30 at the school.
- Prof. C. J. PatterSon is the
-principal. President of the
;sponsoring PTA group is Mrs.
:V. Fifer.
. Mr. William Ingram will be
7the guest speaker. He will be AT WEBB AFB, TS, for 1
introduced by Rev. Blair T. ' on-the-job training as a heating'
. Hunt, veteran Memphis edu- systems specialist is Airman
cator and religious leader.
Kirk C. Ellison, son of Mrs.
Other participants on the pro- Evelyn Ellison of West Helena,
.gram include Mrs. C. C. Walk- Ark. and Claude Elison of Her, Rev. James C. Stewart, lena, Ark. The 1965 graduate of
-Lee Cunningham. and musical Eliza Miller High school at.groups. Mrs. Barbara Cooper tended Dillard university in
'is chairman of the program New Orleans before his enlist- committee.
ment.
Parents and patrons of Walk-er Avenue School are invited
s to be present at what may well
be the first Parent-Teacher
` Association of the 1967 school
.year in Memphis.

YOUTH EDUCATION AND
BETTER RELATIONS tour
members included a visit
to the St. Jude Hospital for Children recently
and through the arrangements of Mrs. James Zanone, president of the Ladies of St. Jude, discover-

ed what facilities are available for research there.
Seated from left are David
Smith, Marie Cartier and
Lisa Wray. In the group
standing are Kay Austin,
Vernita Tate, Miss Greta
Bolden,
Bradfield, Isom
Mattie Wray, Darrell Katoe

Mitchell.
D w a yne
and
Transportation for the tour
was furnished by Bill Speros. Inc. with Southern
Funeral Home and Andrew's Oldsmobile as sponsors. Bryant T. Williams
is director.

The Magicians of LeMoyne
College, now 3-0 in conference
play, take on the invading Fort
Valley State College outfit from
Fort Valey, Ga. in another
SIAC batte this Friday night.
Jan. 6, in Bruce Hall.
Fort Valley is one of the
Frt Valley is one of the
toughest teams in the 16-meriiber conference.
After the clash with Fort
Valley, the Magicians will not,
appear on the Bruce Hall court1
until Jan. 28 when they meet,
Aabama AdtM in a return engagement. Tuskegee will face
LeMoyne here, Jan. 30.
Coach Jerry Johnson and his
Peace be with LeMoyne charges will be in
Iowa next week, taking on
during
you
1Midwestern University at Denthis Holy time. ison, Jan. 12. and Parsons College at Fairfield. Jan. 14.
LYNOM FLORAL CO.
257 So. Mon St.
They'll be at Fort Valley,
Ph 525,3794
Jan. 23. and at South Caroina
State in Orangeburg, Jan. 24.

Trenton News
Mr. Jack Wright of the Gibson-Wells community passed
unexpectedly in his home on a
recent Sunday. He was a member of the New Hope CME
church and son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Marshel Wright.
Funeral services were held at
the Oak Grove church.
Mr. Willie Balentine passed
on Monday morning after an
illness of several weeks.
Mrs. Lizzie Harrison died the

NEWSBOYS,

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME,

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly....
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis. Tennesee

Face A Tough
Ft. Valley Five

•

for a few days.
Mrs. Jonnie Jamison recently
had surgery at the Gibson
County General hospital and is
afternoon at the home of herj improving nicely at this writson, Joe B. Harrison, on East:ing.
Huntingdon st. She had been• Miss Vella Brown is back on
1 duty after a few days of illness
seriously ill for several weeks. last week.
Mr. William January passed Contributions were made last
on Saturday night at the Gib- week to the sick and shut-ins
son County General hospiatl. by the American Legion and the
His wake was held at the M e- Auxiliary.
tin Tabernacle CME church, Alvin Ramsey of Memphis
and his funeral at the Mt. Pil- visited with his people here,
which includes Mrs. Dora Holdgrim CME church.
Mrs. Essie Jennings has been er, Mr. James Ramsey and
confined to her room at home Mr. Neal Ramsey and family.

NOTICE

Magicians To

•

CONTINUES

Powell's Wife Dismissed

LEAVENWORTH. Kans. —jfor 12 years and sang at high
Angela Flythe of Memphis, a school dances .hen she attendstudent at Saint Mary college ed Father Bertrand high school
in Leavenworth, Kansas, will in Memphis.
represent that school in a tele- For the film taping she sang
vision show, "Campus Talentl"You're Gonna Hear From
'67," which wlll be shown Jan. Me," and brought .from the
16 and 19 on Kansas and Mis- program's director the cornment, "You don't very often
souri stations.
Miss Flythe who is the daugh- hear a voice like that in a
ter of Mrs. Ida M. Flythe of young person."
Riverview A sister, Margaret, is a sophave.
1034 Alice
Elementary school teacher, won omore at Saint Mary college
the honor of representing her and a younger brother, Michael,
college in competition with 25 13, attends St. Thomas school
in Memphis.
other student acts.
Auditions were judged by the Popular on the Saint Mary
show's director who selected campus, Angela is studying to
Miss Flythe and then coached become a medical technician,
her prior to the filming which says she doesn't study "too
was done on the campus late hard," but manages to keep
up her grades.
in October.
The past summer she spent
The program, sponsored by
the Bell Telephone co., includes working as a teachers' aide in
segments taken at about five the Head Start program at
Longview Elementary school in
colleges in the state.
A "blues" singer with an Memphis. During an earlier
exciting and a distinctive style, summer she was a volunteer
Angela has had no voice train- worker at the E. H. Crump
ing, but she had studied piano Memorial hospital.

'Family Night'
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Rdrlane500
CAMPUS TALENT
dents at St. Mary
Leavenworth, K a
watch as Angela

— Stucollege,
nsas,
Fiythe,

back to camera, sings.
Flythe will be seen in
casts over television
tions in Kansas and

Miss
telestaMis-

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS

souri on program, "Campus Talent '67." She won
the honor in competition
with 25 other student acts.

'66
CLOSE
OUT

nark
WV

LEARN TO DRIVE
nothing down $2.50 a week
we help you to get
Tenn. Drivers License
Satisfaction Guaranteed

SALE

TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
275-3600

•

UNION Chevrolet
2200 UMAR AYE.
Tommy
Is
Waiting

For You!

If you want to cio all vei:tr own Milting, the 4-peed is
for yin). Fairlane's cpuonal 4-spreirl manual MastsmoIlion (available w ith
is hills synehmnized with
higher numerical ratio in hrst gear. Gum tau takeoff
from standing start. ll000rnounted shift lever has positive rcvcrse-sear lockout.

FAIRLANES

FAIRLANES

FAIRLANES

THESE FORDS ARE NOW WAITING
AT UNBELIEVEABLE CLOSEOUT PRICES

FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
ON A NEW OR USED CAR SHOP

COME IN TODAY... IT ONLY FAKE A MINUTE TO MAKE YOUR DEAL.
BETTER BUY AT

UNION CHEVROLET
Ph.324-3671

Specsat with the tairlane r:FA is new Sport !milt
Crune.0-Matic Drive, wh,eh permits both manual
old automatic ,hining. For manual gear changing. more
shift lever hark to Low (11 and lapchift through 2nd
(Z.i and into Hills or Drive (D). l'ot foils automatic
shifting, simply move levw to Drive and go!

Dashing through the snow in a onemule open sleigh, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Dodd of Wichita enjoy the cold

weather with their "faithful old
mule" Jenny — who doe:4i, seem
to mind snow.

k

HERFF FORD

e450 SUMMER AVE.

4511-1151

SAT

NEW SHIFT

. • The New
:4.
Tri-State Defender "
I 111

•

A Point Of Veiw

be they don't have the time
THE TORCH GLOWS
A local Negro school teacheri and energy to write, after
a man, has provided what; marking papers and the like.
•
might well be considered one Maybe it's just not part of the
of the best possible -take-offs" tradition for most teachers
"Tito Soortit's fooloponsloot Ilookiy"
ot attempt to write anything
for the New Year, 1967.
But Mr. Moseley
important.
Clifton
Mr.
4131
is
JA
teacher
Phase
The
—
Moe* Offices 2.16 Sege Wellington
L. Moseley, a native of Mississ- has done just that. He has
Memphis, Tem - 38126
ippi. . . a former principal of taken time and expended the
Publisher
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
Baptist Industrial High School effort to produce the reactions
General Manager
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
in Hernando, Miss., and now a of a working, classroom teateacher in the public schools cher on this matter of the
Editor
litleCANN L. REID
dual educational system which
of West Tennessee.
Advertising Manager
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr.
Mr. Moseley has written a is dying so hard in this nation
Circulation Menai:yr
RAY A. WICKS
book. It's a serious book. A . . . not only the South.
reputable
New York publish- He tells about every aspect
Ihdeestense'mess esioroor, S$: oto osonNoo, ts.* etyour wooeto1 Solo'Serlottoo is,.
ing firm has presented it. It of public education as it touch$101 The TA-State D•ieradet Does Net Take R•sponsibility for un•olicited Manuscripts
wr Photos. Published Every 'Tkiutssler by Site New TA-Stot• Pahlishin. CO. SIK•001
is copyrighted for 1966, and,es the Negro child, from the
Om Pester' Pall at Memphis. Tennessee, Under Act ei March 2, 11179.
sells for $4.75. Title of the physical environment to the
TORCH placements in hte curriculum.
book
is "T HE
NaHaøo Adv.vt4si. Roprosonteivos
GLOWS". It is billed as an He uses chaste language. He
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Mach sow Avenue, Now Y40107, N.Y.
"an educational study with an writes as a professional who
overview of school principles is convinced of the usefulness
1,11111,1188 NEGROES- IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
and policies in a dual system of his message. His book is
of education". It's a good book. "must" reading for every
Mr. Moseley's study concerns school person, high or low,
the DeSoto County, Mississippi black or white, who is conschool system. He discusses cerned with 'educational deveproblems of a system in which lopments during this period
there have traditionally been of drastic transition from the
two school systems . . Negro dual (segregated) systems of
and white. Mr. Moseley's book yesterday and largely today,
integrated
shows
"how such a dual sys- to the possibly
Africa, having been left to stew in dominating center of the continent and
tem often degenerates into systems of tomorrow.
its own juice for a while, now faces an- that any great power controlling it will
a "duel" system, with each The "duel" which Mr. Moseultimately control all Africa.
faction fighting for its share ley notes in the battle for the
other intrusion of great power rivalries.
of educational dolli..rs, but with educational dollar between the
Furthermore, the Chinese have
Both Russia and China are preparing
the white faction on almost dual system might well be
inevitably getting the greatest detected in other areas of the
new efforts to reassert their prestige, worked out the strategy for seeking to
public e d ucational process.
benefits".
spread
their
influence inland from
and the United States cannot avoid beThe writer, Mr. Moseley, had He touches on those aspects
Zanzibar, an island now forming part
to learn a lot about the history of the dual system which leave
ing drawn in.
of the Republic of Tanzania. A second
of the nation, the Negro. the so much to be desired over
South, and education, to pro- and beyond mere school buildThe Rhodesian crisis at this bastion of Chinese influence was origvide the background his book ings.
moment obscures other African develop- inally set up in Burundi. From there.
demanded. Mr. Moseley paid The "duel" extends over into
ments because there is reason to fore- Peking's agents met Congolese rebel
Ithe price. He took a period of the area of what should be
years to write his tome... divi- taught Negro and white chilsee race war along the edges of t h e leaders, who received instructions, propding
his time between earn- ren. It indicates the need for
Mozambique,
of
white-held triangle
aganda funds and weapons.
ing a living as a teacher (and understanding of the "duel"
Angola, Rhodesia and South Africa.
that's tough), rearing a family'which rages between Negro
In Africa, it is possible to accomGuerrilla action is bound to increase,
keeping himself educationally and white groups for an
International
Press
terms
as
By
United
governors
—
much
of
to
the
the
state
of
nation's
capiabreast .
. and then doing equitable r e presentation on
and all this racial tension will inevitably plish great things with only a handful
their
attention
clearly
riveted
taL
of
men.
research for his book. Believe school bwirds, for fair repreJust
a
few
skillful
Chinese
Pope
Paul
VATICAN
CITY
—
cause many black Africans to turn away
it or not
. it takes a lot of;sentation of Negro teachers
from Western ties and toward Peking agitators were able to accomplish much VI' will receive Soviet President
energy to write a book that!on the policy-making levels of
mischief in the Congo so long as they Nikolai Podgorny in a hismeasures up.
local, state, regional, and
and Moscow.
had direct access through neighboring tory-making audience Jan. 29,
As a matter of fact, Mr.!national professional organizaVatican
sources
said.
Moseley's book is important,i tions.
This assessment of the African Burundi. This access was shut off, howThe visit would be the first
but there - is something more, In The Torch Glows", Mr.
situation was made by C. L. Sulzberger ever by the last two kings of that tiny by a Soviet chief of state
significant right now than a Moseley does not speeifically
of the New York Times who has been state.
since the 1917 Russian Revobook review indicated for this dwell on the matters mentioned
lution. It was seen here as a
uncommonly objective in h i s observa.It-'-e __the fact that Mr. above. But with objective
Now Burundi is no longer a king- major step toward easing reMoseley wrote the book at all. coolness, and a minimum of
tions of foreign affairs. His reporting
lations between the Rom an
'Let's back up and take another emotional i n v olvement, he
on the Congo crisis, and on Ghana and dom. It is a Republic whose president Catholic Church and Communist
look . . . Mr. Moseley is a opens the way for others to
Nigeria, pin-pointed the developing has given clear indication that he will East Europe.
working schoolman, a former catch glimpses of the ramificaBy JACKIE ROBINSON
of
the
corporations.
a * •
principal and now a classroomC tions of the "duel" in the
events with amazing sharpness and let the Chinese come back. It is believed
that Peking will do everything possible LONDON— Authoritative A large and enthusiastic These include Former Treas- teacher in the public school nation schools, viewed from the
accuracy.
group of Brooklynites, repre- ury Secretary Douglas Dillon, system. Now what that means point of view of race, however
to relaunch its Congo penetration plan. sources said Britain was pro- senting
every strata of the IBM President Thomas Wat- is this: such teachers . . par- deplorable it must seem to some
supply
plans
to
with
His dispatches, especially on Africa,
ceeding
borough's population, turned out son, Jr. and David Lillienthal, ticularly Negro teachers . . Negro educators that race must
There
a
r
e
other
trouble spots in Communist Cuba with a rai
form the basis of our evaluation a n d
recently to at- who once headed The Atomic don't usually write books. May- be brought into the picture.
Africa.
French
Somaliland,
one of million fertilizer plant despite
:end a planning Energy Commission.
conclusion on the struggle for political
be they are too exhausted with Mr. Moseley writes as a
United
the
angry protests from
e c 1 aration of The problems of the slums, their own efforts to get young- realist on a very real matter.
primacy that is proceeding with undi- France's last colonies, wants its inde- States. They said the deal may
war on the Bed- Senator Kennedy stated, have ters to read such thinas. May- Ought to read him.
minished fierceness on the Dark Con- pendence. President de Gaulle dis- be clinched within the next 10
'ord -Stuyvesant not been solved by anti-poverty
covered that when he passed through on days.
tinent.
311.1171. This was programs. More, much more
• • •
his way to Addis Ababa. He learned from
lot just another must be done. It is the Senator's
We share t h e view of Sulzberger Emperor Haile Selassie that Somalia Republicans George Romney,
alk meeting. A conviction that business must
that the strategic areas of immediate would almost certainly try to seize Nelson A. Rockefeller and
)1an had been step in and lend a helping hand
Ronald Reagan began four-year
irawn up and and that this kind of aid will
interest to China and Russia are re- French Somaliland if France abandons
nonisson work has been serve to add health ono strpnfth
spectively the Congo and the northeast its tutelage, and that Ethiopia would not
done to determine the major to our economic system.
horn. The Russians are not disinterest- tolerate such a development. The Emproblems and the best and
I think this is a fine program.
most practical ways to combat I am
ed in the Congo, where they once made peror pointed out that Somalia has a
particularly pleased that
them.
while the Junior Senator from
a play for influence and w it h which, tough little army and air force equipped
Senator Robert F. Kennedy New York — deservedly — had
after a period of exclusion, Moscow is and trained by Russia.
rates
the highest praises for the spotlight, Mayor Lindsay,
Gregory
and
Potter
Louis A.
again restoring diPlomatic ties.
having
taken the lead in a pro- Senator Jacob Javits and the
Across the Red Sea, furthermore, A. Vitiello have been appointed
Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, repreHowever, the Congo is the focus of Soviet influence is growing in Yemen inform atiou officers in the de- ject which will marry the needs senting
the Governor of the
of
the
community
with
the
China's principal attention. The main and South Arabia. Thus, de Gaulle was partment Of inpractical and sensible coopera- state, were on hand. Human
Soviet thrust is likely to develop from told, the Red Sea could become political- formation serv.
tion of private enterprise. For misery should not be made a
National
ices
at
eight months the Senator had political football. The effort to
Somalia. Peking's African policy was ly Red. falling under Moscow's control.
teams working in the communi- alleviate it should be an effort
TelEducational
summed up by a Chinese diplomat in Ethiopia would forcibly oppose any such
ty, doing their homework in expended by persons of good
Burundi who sought political refuge in trend. It already is involved in a small evision.
preparation for this meeting. will regardless of political
As a result, Senator Kennedy party.
the American Embassy a n d was sub- war againt Somali bands in Ogaden, and The appointannounced
the formation of I
meats
were
ansequently whisked out. According to a formidable conflict could develop that
feel especially positive
two corporations which will
nounced by Edabout the Kennedy-sparked efhim, Peking believes the Congo is the might set the whole of Africa on fire.
encourage
private
industry to
win R. Bayley,
porrzR
fort because Civil Court Judge
vice president for administra- invest in plants, projects and Thomas Russell Jones
will be
jobs
in
the
community.
tion of the nationwide network
Chairman
of
the
Bedford-Stuypova
of more than 100 affiliated non- Bedford-Stuyesant is
vesant area. I know Tom Jones
commercial television stations. erty area which contains per- — as he is affectionately
known
haps
a
half
million
souls.
It
is
Potter comes to N.E T. from
—
to
be
a
p:
-,xluct
of
the
ghetto
Bedford-Stuyvesant youth in an area which contains some which he has come to represent
Action Inc., one of t4e largest fine homes and churches. It In such a distinguishd fashion.
also contains some despecable
agencies in the
slums and harbors crime, I know him to be an eloquent,
The possibility of creating better if t h e plans under consideration United Stales.
disease, juvenile deliquency and articulate and forthright representative who has the respect
'BLUES SINGER' — Miss Angela Flythe, a ?demphian, is
dope addiction
schools in poverty-stricken neighbor- materialize, would concern itself prima- where he served
of his people as well as that of
seen singing for television program, "Campus Talent IL"
hoods looms optimistically large on the rily with local grievances. Toward this as promotion diI Senator Kennedy has interest- the powers that be. All the good
in a blues number on the campus of St. Mary in Leavenluck
in
the
ed
world
some of the most outstanding
to this fine
horizon. A major civilian anti-poverty end, no means of achieving their pur- rector. F r-o m
worth, Kansas. She represents the school this month in the
and distinguished citizens of project — you must certainly
1963
to
1965
6e
program to be seen on two separate dates in Kansas and
group is considering launching cam- pose would be overlooked. Boycotts and
this country to serve as mem hope that. I know I do. (ANP
Missouri.
hers of the board of advisors Feature).
paigns in every major United States picketing are included in the arsenal of served as a news V['MELLO
city to improve schools in overcrowded, weapons against whatever resistance editor and producer with WCAU-TV (CBS) in Philadelphia
underprivileged sections.
where he was responsible for
may be encountered.
the production and news conThe central aim is to organize as
Parents in Harlem have already tent of the station's nightly
a power base the parents of children
begun to set up their organization. A half-hour newscast
who attend slum schools. At present,
He left CBS to serve as a
By HARRY GOLDEN
if thou don't do any better. It North Carolina. where wild of the quest for food: Europe
few slums have active parent-teacher temporary committee is agitating for coordinator in John V. Lindsay's
Mayor
campaign
for
surely
can sell thee to the man ponies roam and munch con- wanted spices from the Orient
successful
changes
in
a
brand-new
intermediate
HIstory is what happened
organizations; and those that do exist
City.
York
New
of
next
door
and he'll beat heck tentedly. Sea grass, waving on to season its meat: and that's
public
school.
If
the movement in New
fail to provide the kind of leadership
yesterday, that we study today,
how Columbus bumped into
out of thee!"
CBS Potter
the sands of a Massachusetts America. Later, it was British
that is needed to cope with malignant York acquires strength, it rimy serve Before joining
so
we
will,
be
better
prepared
beach where the late President taxes on tea and molasses that
as a guide to other communities bur- was civil rights editor of the to face tomorrow.
BUT EAST IS STILL EAST
social problems.
Philadelphia Tribune and an
Kennedy
used to walk and raised patriotic tempers to the
dened with the game slum school pro- editorial writer for the PhilaThe United Nations is in New
boiling poin. In winning the
America has great yesterdays. York, where men and
relax
and
meditate.
But the group that would be formed, blems.
women
delphia Indeprndent.
Civil War, the rich farmlands
When the astronauts make that from all over the wordl
gather Grass, once called the "long of the 'North were crucial And
Vitiello comes to N.E.T. from first trip to the moon, they will to discuss the problems that uncut hair of
graves" by the the vision of a land where
the Shell Oil Company where remember
their
greatgreat plague our world.
American poet Walt Whitman, hunger was a stranger drew
he was writer and editor of
growing smooth around the sim- millions of immigrants to
various internal company pub- great grandfathers crossing the In the beautiful corridors of ple crosses
of the soldiers' America and added to out cook
lications. His prior experience mountains and the plains in the United
Nations, robed graves at Arlington National ery
many new dishes from
was primarkly with trade jour- Conestoga wagons.
tribesmen pass men wearing Cemetry.
cheese blintzes and Kosher
nals and as a free-lance writfezzes, the pretty girl guides
pickles to lasagne.
• • •
er. From 1g57 to 1959 he served A QUAKER JOKE
from many different nations,
The
Quakers
had
come
early.
• •
in the U.S. Army in the Counter
and the dark-skinned represen- DEMOCRATIC EATING
There is not t o o much optimism' peace offer on the grounds that it is a Intelligence Corps. As a Ful- They founded the state of Penn- tatives from the new African America may not be a melt- WHAT PLEDGE MEANS
bright Scholar Witiello attended sylvania and some of our countries. The United Nations ing pot, but it surely is a cook- Pledge of Allegiance is loyalamong the United Nations members propaganda play by Washington.
Heidelberg University in Heiis where East does meet West, ing pot. American food means ty,. We stand before our flag in
colleges.
delberg, Germany, for studies finest
and sit across the table to talk Irish potatoes, and gefilte fish, pride and say "We pledge althat Secretary-General U Thant will be
The letter requesting intervention in modern German literature There is a joke
things over.
and pot roast, and spaghetti,legiance to the flag of the Unitabout Quakers:
and chow mein, and the corn ed States of America and to the
able to arrange the cease-fire talks with by U Thant was signed by Arthur G. from 1956 to 1957.
• • 0
a farmer was
we got from the Indians
country for which it stands, one
Goldberg, the American ambassador to Potter, a graduate of Howard getting very anBLADES OF GRASS
University, Washington, D.C.,
Hanoi that Washington has requested
the United Nations. T'ne fact that the also pursued post-graduate stu- gry after his cow
The grass of America's coun- Of course there are some nation, under God, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all."
of him.
tryside is lush and cool to walk "all-American" foods:
hamletter was presented as a response to ap- dies at Wharton School of Fi- kicked over the
on in the early morning on the burgers and hush puppies. Pala
Liberty is doing what you
nance at t h e University of third bucket of
One reason for the widespread pes- peals from both Pope Paul and U Thant Pennsylvania.
"Ohhh,"
farm. City grass, watered and to chips and shoo-fly pie. And want as long as it does not hurt
Vitiello is a grad- milk.
does not seem to remove the suspicion uate of Colgate University.
he said, through
each blade between the side- once when the King and Queen someone else. Justice is being
simism about the success of this mission
walk cracks lovingly counted of England visited, the Presi- fair. Each day when we pledge
gritted teeth:
that Washington is using the occasion
is the conviction that North Vietnamese to
Both mit live in New York "Thou knowest I
when I was a boy on the lower dent and his wife served them allegiance to the flag, we are
place the burden of responsibility for City.
°OLDEN
in Manhattan and can not curse
East Side of New York Wild hot dogs.
promising to be loyal, free, and
and Viet Cong leaders may spurn the the continuation of the war on Hanoi. VitielloPotter
thee, nor can I strike thee, but grass on the Outer Banks of America itself began as part fair.
in Brooklyn.
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A Giant Step In
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Club Paradise Scene Of AKA Formal Ball

WHAT FUN WERE HAVING
— say Longino Cooke, Mrs.

Issac Jackson, Mrs. William
Robertson, Mrs. Carl Stotts,

AKAs SONG HYMN —
at the intermission of their
ball. In the center of the

circle are Mrs. William Mardis. Basileus of Beta Epsilon
Kappa Sorority, Miss Velma

Chambers,
Miss
Juanita
Miss Irene Askew and Mrs.

Lois Jones, Regional Director of the .Southern District

Walter Evans.

HAVING A BALL, these sorors and guests pose for the
cameraman at the AKA Aloha Wednesday night Decem-

of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sororii
and Mrs. Mertis

Ewell,
dance.

Chairman

of

ber 28, at the
Mrs. Bernice
Helen Shelby
the sorority;

Club Paradise
Rogers, Mrs.
a member of
Mr. and Mrs.

HAWAIIAN HULA was done
gracefully by Mrs. Mary

Rose of Honolulu at the
ARM Aloha Formal Ball at

the Club Padadise.

Mrs. Lucille Washingt•n,
Pittsfield, Mass., and Mr.
and Mrs. James Wells.

pa Alpha Sorority is shown
with members of Beta Tau
Chapter o LfeMoyne College

Forestine Frazier, Arnetta
Phillips, "Miss LeMoyne"
and Sonja Taylor.

the

REGIONAL DIRECTOR —
Miss Velma Lois Jones Regional Director of the Southeasdign Region of Alpha Kip.

Members of Beta Epsilon
Omega Chapter of Alpha

Utillus Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
Shannon Little, Nashville,
M r s. Lillian Henderson,

Kappa Alpha Sorority say
Aloha to their friends at.

tending Stir formal ball
Wednesday, December 28,

at the Club Paradise.
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Relatives
Gather At
Parker's Home

Soviet Fashions In Wring Leap

SA1

4

MOSCOW — (UPI I — Sovietstricted audience of manufac- signers have ever taken them,
A Christmas entertainment
skirt lengths are taking a dar-turers and newsmen at the an- but still not high enough to
nual stele; held at Moscow !qualify as mini-skirts by Westand gathering was held recently
ing leap upward but niini-skirts..0
•
Parks'
'ern standards.
n use of Fashions.
at Mrs. Lucinda Cole
•.
still remain a rarity on the
Boulevard reside durFirestone
On most dresses the hemlines The shorter
streets of Moscow.
skirt lengths
ing the holidays. Several variewere a good two inches above were the highl,eht of the show.
ties of foods, refreshments were
A bold new look in Itussianthe knee — higher than Russia's
a preview of 600 desifqis to be
along with chit chats,
enjoyed,
fashions was shown to a re-traditionally conservative deishown in the Soviet Pavilion at
games and ,picture taking.
Montreal's "Expo-67.".
Those persons -enjoying the
The new styles or not yet
festivities were Mr. and Mrs.
typical of "how the people of
Calvin Ezell and children AnMoscow, Leningrad, Kiev and
nie, Teloise, Calvin Jr., Donald
"Riga dress at work and home,"
and Lucinda Ezell of 1481 Vicas the Soviet News Agency Tass
tor S t reet. Walter Calvin
'described them.
Parks of the Firestone address,
* • 4,
Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Thomas
The styles are unlikely tol
and son, Ronnie, of ChiParks
show up on the home market:
cago, and Algie Peete of MemIn a continuous thrust build-distinction. He is widely known for six months or longer. Dephis, a nephew of Mrs. Parks.
dig a Convention based on te- as the outstanding preacher and signers said it would take at
Also there were mr an Mrs.
least that much time for manunure for officers, regular
builder of the Concord Baptist facturers to get
King and children:
Charles
them into
monthly support of Convention
Church of Christ. Brooklyn, N. production, and they admitted
Elaine, and James
Jr.,
Charles
objectives as expressed in
Y., one of the largest Protest- that shortages of certain fabrics
Creek, Mich.,
Battle
of
all
King
Christian Education, Home and
ant Churches in the world. Con- would limit the output of some
Williams and
Gent
Mrs.
and
Foreign Mission, Civil Rights
cord has an audited member- of them.
son, George formerly of Eads,
and Recruitment and Training
ship of more than 12.000 mem- One model wore a dress deTennessee.
of young men for the ministry;
bers.
Hostesses were Annie and
the PNBC will meet in St. Louis
signed for teenagers which
addition to
preaching
Ezell, senior and freshTeloise
Tuesday,
at Christ Pilgrim Rest Baptist In
Matthesss
on
W.
NEWLYWEDS
—
Marshall
brought the space age into
Church, 1341 N. Kingshighway around the world, Dr. Taylor
Los Angeles
Dec. 27. Rev. James S. man students of Father Berof
Porter
M.
1Soviet fashions. it featured
at the trand High school. Toastmasters
Blvd., pastored by the Rev. has served as President of the
claimed Miss Jessie M.
White officiated
Iwhat the designers called a
Ronnie Register and
Earl R. Williams, January 18, Protestant Council of N. Y.,
double-ring ceremony at- were
Crenshaw
of
Memphis
as
and on the Board of Education.I space helmet" style of tight19, 1967.
tended by immediate mem- Jim Price of Manassas High
his
bride
in
a
ceremony
fitting headgear.
The session is expected to In both of these areas, he was
bers of the families of the school and Calvin Ezell Jr. of
held in the home of the
Saint Thomas Catholic school.
chart the course of the Con.the first of his race to be so
bride and groom.
bride's
mother,
Mrs.
Bessie
work in t!!.e. fund-raising
GOLDEN DATE
— Mr.
vention for the next two years honored. Dr. Taylor's Church
campaign of the Blues Bowl
and Mrs. Jeff R. Grayer
under the dynamic leadership holds membership in the Amen game: Mrs. LaBlanch Jack'
cut cake during recent dinof Dr. Gardner C. Taylor. new can Baptist Convention and he
and leadership of the womner honoring them on their
president who succeeded Dr. has served as a member of its
en of the' United Order of
golden wedding anniversary.
T. M. Chambers in Memphis, General Council.
Final rites for Mrs. Ida Mor- J. M. Doggette, delivering the long illness.
the Elks; Dr. W. Herbert
The senior Grayers live at
Tenn. last September.
The Women's Auxiliary will
A native of Morgan City,
gan
were held on last Sunday eulogy.
annual
Brewster, who gave
781 Baltimore st. They reDr. Chambers was unani- meet under the leadership of
died at her Miss., she was born on Dec. 25.
Morgan
Mississippi
Mrs.
afternoon
at
the
tional Department of Elks;
ceded both flowers and
mously elected president-emeri- Mrs. Uvee Mdodana-Arbouin,
Adventist residence at 378 Hernando St. 1883, where she became a memarea of race relation. Atty. Blvd. Seventh Day
gifts. (McChriston Photo )
among
tus under a provision which extraordinary leader
church with ',he pastor, Elder on Wednesday, Dec. 28, after a ber of the Midway AME church.
Photo)
tion Proclamatoin and sponmakes him both the first and women. Progressive leaders
After moving to Memphis, she
Elks. From left Will Tayjoined the Mississippi Blvd.
the last to hold such an honored from across the nation will OUR VIETNAM NIGHTSeventh Day Adventist church
attend the 1967 Extra Session of MARE, Marguerite Higgins'
title.
,in 1942.
Dr. Taylor is a preacher the PNBC in St. Louis. The controversial report, resumes
the Cossitt Library series of
and a leader of international public is invited.
One of the city's most widely. Kortrecht High (now Booker Her survivors include two
Banks
"Lunching with Books" protraveled citizens, Arthur Irons, Washington) High
School. daughters, Mrs. Callie M.
grams this Thursday noon, Jan.
was home for the holidays last His work with the airline and and Mrs. Leona Eddings; htree
5. Reviewing it will be the Cusons, Brown Morgan, Jesse
week.
rator of Brooks Memorial Art
For the past twenty years his trayels have given him, in Morgan and Solomon Morgan;
his own words, "a fairly
Mrs. Mary MarkGallery. Robert Sullivan.
Mrs. Mr. Irons was an employee of liberal education, which I ap-,two sisters,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff R. Grayer, WillieTownsend and
ham
Rosie Gumbus
Mrs.
and
F'ormer Pulitzer Prize Winner Sr.. of 781 Baltimore st. were Addie Smith.
the Eastern Air Lines, at their
and others.
in International Correspondence feted recently to mark 50 Also Mrs. Ethel Mitchell, terminal in New York City. preciate."
While in Memphis he visited Burial was in New Park
issues and events from the fall years of marriage.
Mrs. Corene Cox, Mrs. Kathe- His association with the comof the Diem government to the Assisting in the celebration rine White, Mrs. Evelyn Tay- pany led to his travelling all with his relatives at 1832 Ed- cemetery. Southern Funeral
monson. He returned to his Home was in charge of arrange:summer of 1965.
of their golden anniversary lor, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Arnold, over the world. He has been in
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The meeting the top of high button For the views of one
home
in- New York City this ments Deacons of the church
vacathe
continents
and
all
Ameri- were Mrs. Jeff Grayer, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Mose Philips,
more barish women's
were pallbearers.
knees, shoes in 1916. A healthy period can journalist, sympathetic to
week.
•
tioned
in
some
of
the
most
Lillie
Nettie
Wilson,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
their d a ughter-in-law;
the more bullish the nation's for business showed during Diem, Critical of Kennedy and
exotic
places
in
the
world.
Lena Johnson and Mrs. Willie Rose Brown. Mrs. Mary E.
economy.
Reid, Mrs. Eva Stanback, Miss He and his wife of 20 years, downtoun • union ave. • southland aiall
World War I with a short supporting Johnson, the public Townsend.
is invited to the review at CosRegistering the guests was Lula Harris and Mrs. Mary the former Juanita Howard,
Statistics back up one fashion chemise dress worn with a narhave visited in Souht America,
sitt Library, 12:15 p.m.
granddaughter, Rose Johnson.
couple's
the
manufacturer's t h eory‘ that row belt at the hips.
!Europe, Asia, Africa, including
During the period, Miss Hig- Miss Debra Ann Grayer.
Grayer
reMr.
and
Mrs.
when business is bad and the
gins toured Vietnam ten times
Among the friends attending ceived many lovely gifts and 1(Kenya, Tanganyika, the Congo,
national income is down, skirts In recession after the First
as a reporter for the New York the dinner were Rev. and Mrs. flowers.
1Nigeria. and Senegal); they
also drop and waistlines tend World war, when national inFashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/2
Herald Tribune, In November L. D. McGhee and family, 1They are the parents of have covered the entire United
to tighten. When business is come dropped $18 billion, longer
rs.
of 1965, she died at home from Rev. L. D. Smith, Mrs. Vir- Mr. and Mrs. Jeff R. Grayer, State
good and the national income is skirts again came into style. As
an • illness contracted on her ginia Jones, Mrs. Willie Mae Jr., and five grandchildren, Mr. Irons is a graduate of
up, skirts are short and waist- business recovered, hemlines
last visit.
Cathy, Mrs. Mildred Carruthers, Doris, Debra Ann, Ricky, Ronne
lines not only are loose but often also rose. By 1926. when income
The book includes many of . Rev. and Mrs. J. V. Collier, and Jeff R. Grayer, III.
had risen to $76.6 billion, the
non-existent.
her personal experiences with
• • *
'waistline was strictly left to the
both American officials and
imagination and skirts barely
.,Vietnamese which led her to
Working on this theory, the covered the knee.
the conclusion that the Buddgirl-watching economists see in
hist revolt was planned propathe mini-skirt a maximum of
prosperity — 1967 should be a Had financiers watched skirt ganda to influence American 1
good year. But watch two engths prior to the 1929 crash policy against Diem. Her views]
fashion trends, say the pessi- they might have known some- are uncommon among reports ;
thing was amiss. Skirts actually from
news correspondents
mists.
began to creep down in the late abroad. As such, they may add 1
designers . '20's. In 1928, a descending:to the intelligent discussion of
Several
leading
John Charles "Buddy" Rai. grapher and construction workhave tightened the waist in back panel was popular and in the issues involved.
ey, widely-known former Mem- er, before settling in Baltimore.
spring collections. Tighter 1929 Patou's French collection
phian, died December 28 in Surviving are six sisters and
money? And some of the Paris featured long skirts. By the
well-known
brother, the
Baltimore. Maryland. He was a
and
New
York
collections great depression of the early
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William "Bill- Rainey.
also showed long coats over '30's, hemlines were down to the
John Rainey Sr., 1790 Kendall Surviving also are his
short skirts. Lowering income ankles.
Street.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
too?
Mr. Rainey reportedly died Rainey, Sr., his sisters, Mrs.
Waistlines were back to norThe H W Gossard Co., out
of pneumonia. He had lived in Hazel Knight, research recepwith its 10th annual review of mal and firmly belted by 1933
Baltimore for more than 20tionise as E. H. Crump Hospinational
income LONDON (UPI) — Prime years.
hemlines and their relation to when the
tat, Miss Marguerite Rainey
national income, thinks optimis- slipped to a low of $40 billion. Minister Harold Wilson re"Buddy" Rainey was one Fondren of Los Angeles, Calif.,
tically. It reports estimated in- With the rise of the economy turned hurriedly from vacation of the most popular students Miss Miriam Rudd of Memphis,
come for 1966 at $605 billion, an again in the early 1940's. skirts for conferences on Britain's ever to attend Booker T. Wash- Mrs. Hattie Hall of Detroit,
eight per cent gain over 1965, followed suit. But the economy Viet Nam cease-fire pr000sal ington High School, where he Michigan, Mrs. Jean Jarman
and says that the likes of Mrs. wobbled again in 1947 and that only to find it was a dead received his diploma in 1935. of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Lettie
John F. Kennedy and other.was the year of Christian Dior's issue.
His brothers and sisters con- London of Memphis.
fashion leaders in keeping "new look", which dropped
The United States and South stituted a popular contigent at "Buddy" R a iney's death This print knit of 100 percent
skirts above knees indicates the hemlines t o m id-calf and Viet Nam accepted it. but after the school,
was the first demise in the Tycora is just great for relaxnation is pushing toward a $650 cinched the waist,
a two-day delay, North Vietnam
He left Memphis shortly after ranks of the eight children born log or looking pretty. Turtle
neck, back zippered, long lean
billion mark soon.
broke silence to, reject it as a graduaiton . . . workedinNew to the Rainey family.
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*
plot to "deceive world opinion." graduation . . . worked in New Funeral services were held Pullover • • • precision-tailored
3
A brief recession in 1952 saw
MoSt British commentators York City for a while, and at Hayes Funeral Home on by Lady Manhattan in multiThe firm specialists in lin, also an easing of , waistlines., had written the
proposal off finally settled in Baltimore. He Lauderdale at 11 a.m. Mon- pastel to color-coordinate with
genie and foundation garments, looser and more supple. Waists even before radio
Hanoi got was not married. He worked day. Interment was in New slacks.
takes a new look at the business rarely have been cinched since.' around to attacking it.
in various fields, as a photog- Park Cemetery.
curve from 1900 to the present —
•
and finds one serious panic.
•-...,,,,,,
one great depression and a
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handful of pre and post-war re
.This holiday season, go with
cessions. Skirt lengths and
the pro look on ski days, then
later waistlines proved sound
get up and glow at night. That's
economic indicators.
the fashion word that gives the
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•
527-6436
apres-ski nod to checked shirts
UNION AVE.
•
1992 UNION
•
274-2065
The first serious setback in
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 398-0064,
or sweaters with little suede
the American economy in the
cloth skirts.
20th century was the panic of
1907-1908, set off by the failure
of the Knickerbocker Trust Co.,
in New York.
Its reflection in fashions —
longer trains on dresses that
typified trailing business spirits.
The national income for those
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
two years: $22.1 billion and $21
billion respectively.
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MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

In succeeding years as income climbed steadily, corset
strings loosened and hemline,
rose. On pegtop skirts, hem,
were simply cut away in front,
but the "short" full skirts dared
to be eight inches off the floor
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FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
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Pl•ost• Call After 4000 P.M.

WIGS

$125.00 Value
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946-5915
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MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
KAISER

A

gALUMINUM FOIL
YULE RENDEZVOUS —
Members of the Surf Side
Social club held their annual Christmas Rendezvous
at the home of the vice
president, Mrs. Minnie Mae
Green, the vice president of

2426 Hernando at., and some
50 guests attended the affair.
Seated from left are Miss
Geneve Rice, assistant secretary; Mrs. Mary Alice
Starnes, Mrs. Minnie Mae
Green, vice president; and

Mrs. Rosie L. Shelton, president; Standing, from left,
are Mrs. Cora Grant, business manager; Mrs. Lena
Morgan, secretary; Mose
L. Green, advisor; Mrs.

011ie Williams, Mrs. Somella
Johnson, M a ck Gibson,
sweetheart; Mrs. Earline
Glover and Mrs. Lillie Harrington, business manager.
(McChriston Photo)

Young WAC
Comes Home
For Holidays
Private Christina A. Haynes,
daughter of Mrs. M. J. Haynes
of 488 Beale St., is home for the
holidays from the Women's Army Corps.
Private Haynes is stationed
at Fort McClellan, Ala. While
there she has participated in
inter-post competition talent
contest with a singing group
called the La Vetts.
Other girls in the group,
which won first place and a
trophy which they will present
to Company C, were Dianne
Seals, Janice Craig, Judy Johnson and Sheryl Wilson.

GIFT FROM DELTAS —
The training of more young
Lawyers to handle civil
rights cases in the South
was assured recently when
Delta Sigma beta Sorority
made a $1,006 grant to the
NAACP Legal Defence and
Educational Fund's Legal

Intern program. Dr. Geraldine P. Woods of Los Anceles, left, national president of the 40,000 member
women's public service organisation, presents a check
to Rufus Smith, LDF's director of development, In

the presence of Mrs. Frank.
it M. Freeman, of St. Louis,
Delta's first vice president
and a member of the U. S.
Commission on Civil Rights.
It was the third consectuvie
year that the Deltas have
supported the program.

Miss Haynes was graduated
from Father Bertrand High,
school and attended Peabody
college in Nashville. She is
scheduled to complete her basic
'training on Jan. 6. She will receive A.I.T. (advanced) training in the Signal Corps Communication division at Fort Gordon, Ga., as a cryptographic
specialist.

Klondike Civic
Petitions For PTA

lyn Moody, Cheryl Greene,
Helen James, Glenn Perkins,
Purdy,
Diane Boyle and Norris King. Mr. nad Mrs. Joe Fred
2306 Devoy announce the
of
Sr.,
Floyd,
Vicki
were
Others
engangement of their daughter
Vincent Fiber, Lolita Young,
Carolyn Rose Purdy to
Clifford Miller, Frank Miller, Miss
McGhee, Jr., f 1246
Elihue
Melba Sailor, Pat DeSarzant,
sn f Ms. and Mrs.
Luisville,
Alan Wade, Charles Lucas, Ted•
McGhee, Sr.
Marzette, Sharmeen Caldwell, Elihue
bride-elect is a
The Guys and Dolls of the, Stanton, Janet McFerren, Rob- Elroy Gates, Ceasar Flake, The pretty
Manassas High
f
graduate
Timothy
Matthews,
Donnell
and;
Jack
of
Mickle,
chapter
Memphis
ert Hewitt, Gregory
was a member
she
where
Schl
Ferguson,
Andrew
Jill of America, Inc., chose the Pamela Starks, Judy Johnson, Seamour,
Sciety, Graciattractive "L" shaped Corn- Barbara Westbroolts, Ronald Marvin Cole, Deiriah Cole,.the Duble Ten
a majrette.
was
and
Ladies
us
Woods,
Harold
Peace,
Samuel
for
college
Shirley
mons of LeMoyne
Jackson, Bobby Hunt,
Freshman,
Miss
as
reigned
She
WarCharles
their annual semi-formal Christ-! capie, Gene Henry, Edna Mil- Randolph Miller,
named Miss Ppularity
was
Christy
ant
Williams,
Ted
ren,
Teddy
Robinson,
mas dance.
ler, Julius
and James during her senir year.
The decorations included gilt- Williams, Dwight Moody, Mado- Wallace of Texas,
tering balls suspended from the
ceiling, lovely wall decor, and
a candle light backdrop which
added to the Yuletide setting.
A beautiful pale green table
cloth covered by a dainty lace
cloth was an eye-catching attraction for the delicious punch
and party fare.
The affable Bill Terrell, wellknown) WDIA radio ceebrity,
supplied the teenagers with an
eneith instable supply of the
latest tunes, and he also showed
his versatility by serving as
the master of ceremonies.
Members of Jack and
include Ronald Walter, president, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norris 0. Walter; Nan Alice Saville, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Alfonzo Saville; Jesse it Turner, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse H. Turner, Sr.; Sharon
Lewis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Lewis; Janet
Horne. daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Arthur Horne, Carol and
Phillip Earls, children of Mr.
and Mrs. Felton Earls
Aso Halvern Johnson, son
of Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson
Harriet Davis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Osborne Davis, Sharon Lynn Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones;
Loyce Lynom, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Lynom;
Sandra Hobson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson; Cary Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Emmitt Woods; Rochelle Neely,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. RoWe Trude For Anything of Value
chester Neely; Earnie Houston,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Such As Hogs, Cows, Dogs,
J. Houston, and Wendolyn Cor
ley, daughter of the late Erdyne
loots, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.
Corley.
Among the many guests seen
were Ritley Anderson. Ronald
Hooks, Debra Northcross,
Marilyn Carter, Rosalyn Rill's,
Florence Nightingale, Eric DeWalt, Marcelus Ingram. Kelvin
Milan. Gwendolyn Williamson,
Elva mickle, Yvonne Hardaway,
Larry Moore, Archie Willis,
Mary Glover, Debra Taylor.
Julian Jefferys, Nancy simsi
and Vicki and Ceryl Fanion.
Also Michael and Collandis
Gibson, Bill Peete, Edward

Holiday Dance Held
On LeMoyne Campus

2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD

STOCK NUMBER SELECTION OF
BARGAINS WHILE THEY USE
• LTD'S
• MUSTANGS
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sm A

15
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Devils Food & Better
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181,2 Oz.
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VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
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WITH COUPON

PKG.8

CRISCO VEGETABLE
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-•
With coupon and $5.00 oldi.ionel porches*, excluding
x•Iue of coupon merchandise (fresh utill, products and
Warocco also excluded in eoreplionee with 'tat. law).
One coupon pet f on ii y. Coupon "'vireo Wednesday,
Neon, Jon. 11
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Red Devils Victorious

SPORTS
HORIZ

In Holiday Tournament

coach Pete Elliott. Fpr their
penalties the mentors were
placed on one year probation
and are not being allowed to
participate in active recruiting.

Jones speut most of the holidays watching basketball locally
and renewing relations with
former teammates. He tried
to appear unaffected by all the
publicity that has been given the
incident, but when you talked to
By BILL
him, even when you weren't
probing, one would get the
LONG
THE
NWT
nois has dropped only a one- feeling that the youthful star
The Christmas holidays are point decision to Southern Cali- who is desirous of a pro cabehind us now and college fornia
since Jones and another reer, was bushi.-d from it all
campuses once again are bulgstarter
Ron Dunlap were drop- and was anxiously awaiting a
ing with activity. Around the
return to normalcy.
University of Illinois at Cham- ed from the squad. After the
first
thfee
games,
inwhich
paign-Urbana Illini rooters are
Rich plans to finish his educaanxiously awaiting disposition cluded a win over Kentucky at tion at Illinois despite the outof the recent upheaval that Lexington, the agile Jones had come of impending action that
brought about the suspension of compiled a 28.3 average.
may, be taken by the Big Ten
three basketball players, inand the NCAA. If he isn't able
PRO CAREER
cluding former Lester star Rich
to return to collegiate. compeJones, and also the revelation There is a possibility that tition at Illinois, Jones hopes
that nearly 30 other Illinois the Big Ten will be somewhat to keep in shape with an AAU
athletes, both past and present, lenient in the current case, outfit. Chicago writers made
received cash payments in ex- providing that the league hasn't several calls while Jones was
cess \of Big Ten and NCAA dug up any new evidence in here and I concur with John
stipulations from an alumni. the situation. The players alle- Carmichaels of the Daily News,
supported slush fund.
gedly received monthly allot- that they all are doing it (givThe irony of the story which ments which ranged between ing athletes side aid) but the
broke several hours before Illi- ;30 and $50 at the discretion bitter reality is being the one
nois was to take the floor of Coombes and head football who gets caught.
against the California Golden
Bears in Chicago Stadium is
that those who follow big time
LOAN OFFICE
schools come to expect preferential treatment for highly
162-164-166 BEALE ST.
sought prep players. So when
the news broke that the Illini
Emily Brown, president,
MONEY TO LOAN
president had been told by one
and Mrs. Katis Brown, adof
his
athletic
department offiON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
visor. Not on photo are
cials that money was being disGloria Lee, L. Smith, SanNO LOAN TOO LARGE
bursed under the table to uniadvisor. (McChriston Photo)
versity basketball and football
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
players, it came. as a surprise
only because it was someone
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
at the guilty institution who
blew the whistle on the irreLADIES DRESSES
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
25e
.XMAS BANQUET
gularities.
ducing Revs. W. C. Rogers captured the second honor.
MEN'S SHIRTS
15c
The Christmas season was and S. D. Moore, who gave the Mr. and
MEN'S PANTS
20c
Mrs. James Pearson Further investigations turned
LADIES BLOUSES
ushered in with an elaborate
25c
up the possible reason for the
devotion.
LADIES SKIRTS
Christmas banquet given by
25c
In the door section, Johnnie abrupt manner in which the
MEN'S SUITS
S1.95
the Brownsville district of the Mrs. Ruby Jackson welcomed (Rickey) Rogers, through
a scandal was reported. Reports
GIRLS DRESSES
25c
Golden Circle Life Insurance the guests,
and W. H. Bailey, display of his talents, won first had it that some behind the
Furneture, App!. Stoves, Ref., G.E. Irons & Shoes
Company, at the Tyler Towers
manager of the Atlanta Life place for his beautifully ar- scenes maneuvering for the
173 S. Main St.
athletic director position had
Ph. 526-8419 Restaurant in Humboldt.
William H. Baskerville, presi- Ins. Co. Jackson district, ac- ranged door that was a credit sown the seeds for what ulti(Half Block North of Beale)
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
dent of the Brownsville district, cepted. President Rawls pre- to this young artist. Mrs. A. B. mately could determine the
SUITS
• O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
served as toastmaster, intro- sented the speaker for the Roe took second honors in this future of some fine athletes.
category.
As it is now, the three cagers
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
evening, L. H. Twigg, president
and an unnamed number of
of the Union Protective Life For the overall display, the Illinois
MONEY LOANED
gridders, are the fall
Insurance company of Mem- judges had to ask for wisdom guys of internal strife maniON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
phis, who gave a very inspiring in making the decision as to fested by the vested interests
the
winner,
those
who
placed
and informational address that
of supposedly responsible adults. 176 1111711 BEAL STREET SA 64300.
fitted into the pattern of life their entire house in the conThis is not to say that there
for all who listened to his mes- test, were really showing great
hasn't been any wrong comtalent
and
imagination.
sage.
mitted by all parties concerned
Wringer
Maytag Wringer
Maytag Halo of
M
The spirit of co-operation was The Lorraine Johnsons show- neither is it an affirmation that
very apparent as three men ed great imagination in the every one involved' were acrepresenting three of the south's ringing of bells signalling the knowledgeable of acts that conlargest Negro businesses ex- advent of the Christmas season stitute recruiting violations, but
changed views and fellowship- The bells, beautiful in arrange- it is a chance to mirror the
mock ery
major
ped with the nearly 100 who ment, rang intermittently, ludicrous
were there to attest to the lighting up as they rang. The schools and their athletes must
originality and the arrange- labor under.
message of the speaker.
ment of this display inspired Jones, his coach,
Harry CoomMrs. Juana Shaw inspired the the song "Christmas Bells" bes, and
his guardians here
group with her rendition of Iringing in the night. The How- have all denied
that the 6-7
Order by Phone
"Silent Night." A review of lard Nesbitts took second honors, leading team
0
"
00N "VG
scorer has reImmediate
‘• 90 PROOF
records was given by assistant and the Bennie Mances, third. ceived anything
/41
other than what
secretary Maclin, acknowledgeDelivery
his scholarship called for acment of achievement for 1966 In Dyer, top honors for all cording to
Maytag's Hole of Hoot surrounds
81 capacity round aorceial
B.; capactty round porcelain tub.
Big Ten standards.
over went to Mr. and Mrs.
clothes with gontle even hoer,
by
J.
C.
Giles,
the
introduction
extra large wringer roll, 1 firm, 1
ream large swinger roil, 1 f,rro. I
Jones has been so rushed by
ending hot spots, flig capacity
Eddie
Ball,
with
honorable
flexible, adjust to all fabrics.
flexible, odtust to all fabrics. porcelain coated drum won't snag,
of the agency force by staff
Sediment trap captures dirt, powermention taken by Mr. and Mrs. an avalanche of reporters that
. Sediment Inv captures dirt, power
manager B. S. Davis.
inc coated cabinet protected/
egitator action.
ful agitator *chaos
Ell Ivie. The door prize went he turned down an opportunity
against mat.
President Rawls thanked the to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Cart- to be with his team as a specspeaker and all who had made right, and honorable mention tator at the Los Angel s lassie
which was won by UILA. Iiithe evening a brilliant success, to Mrs. Clara Dennis.
\dr.* Trotio
Vt111 ;role
1.44.! LIO2
and the agency force and workMedal PIX
ers for their strenuous efforts The window scene prize was
to make the company grow captured by Mr. and Mrs.
•
by leaps and bounds, with a John Lauree, and the yard
huge increase for '66, an en- prize to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
couraging premium increase, Nolen with Mr. and Mrs.
TERmrrts-ROACHES
with 21 agents collecting over James Harris receiving honorWATER BUGS-RATS
95 per cent of their debit; "It able mention.
Liam/ and Bonded
is a pleasure and a privilege to Each first prize
winner will
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
pay all fair claims an to be receive a cash donation.
EMBARRASSED
Mrs.
able to pay over $200,000 in J. S. Vance is president
of the
"WE
KILL TO UVE"
salaries to workers."
club, Mrs. Martha Lacey,
CALL
He introduced the guests and chairman of the contest, and
the officers of the company, and Mrs. Erma Wynne and Alberta
wished each a tremendous holi- Jamison in charge of the Dyer
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day season. Host Stewart, Dy- community. Each expressed
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church,
with
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Playing a controlled type of of Melrose
ball all the way through the Willis was voted the most
10th annual Lebioyne College valuable player.
Invitational High School trouna- Lester defeated Woodstock,
ment, C o ach Bill Little's 73-65, and Douglass toppled
Douglass Red Devils came out Capleville, 58-45, in the semion top with the championship finals Wednesday night.
after defeating Lester's Lion's,
In the second round Tuesday
54-42, in the finals last Thursday
night, Lester dropped Mitchell
night.
Road, 83-60; Capleville ousted
The pre-tournament favorite, Washington, 46-39, and Woodthe Woodstock:Aggies of Shelby stock smothered Melrose, 92-66.
County, could 'do no better than In the opening round, Douglass
third place by topping Caple- eased by Father Bertrand
ville, also of the county, 87-78, Lester topped Manassas, and
in the consolation contest.
BTW halted Hamilton.
The four-night tourney attracted capacity houses, with
nearly 1.000 on hand each night. Farrington Out
Play-by-play
was
a c t ion
broadcast each night by WLOK, YONKERS, N. Y. (UPI) —
with Randy Warren at the mike. Yonkers R a ceway officials
Directing the tournament was said Tuesday that five-time
Jerry C. Johnson, basketball national driving champion Bob
was forced
coach and athletic director at Farrington
to
scratch from two Wednesday
Le Moyne.
Named to the All-Tournament night assignments because of
first team were George Willis injuries suffered in a track
and James Kickleberry of accident at Windsor. Ont., last
Douglass, James Rix of Wood- week.
stock and Horace Hobson and
Farrington was thrown from
Harold Johnson of Lester.
his sulky while driving Orphan
Winning berths on the second Adios at Windsor Raceway last
team were Gary Steverson of Friday. He received severe
Woodstock, Larry Crawford of bruises on his legs and arms,
Capleville, Mitchell Morrow of but no broken bones showed CANNED GOODS CAMseen members with some
Lester. Bobby .Brooks of Booker up in X-rays taken after the
- The junior diviof food collected. Seated:
T. Washington and Larry Finch mishap.
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The yard section prize was
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